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Java beginner pdf tutorial

By Jackie Loray Quicken Financial Management Software, all choices, instructions and options can be overwhelming, especially for new users. Everything seems equally important, and everything seems to have to be mastered right now. Before you begin the process of using accounts, writing reports, and filling in budget amounts, it's important to learn some basic concepts to help you optimize Quicken
for your individual needs. One of the most important concepts to understand is how to track account transactions using categories and tags. The Quicken category is a label such as groceries or households, which defines a broad group of income and expense transactions. Use a single category per transaction to track how you earn and spend money. For example, every grocery purchase depends on the
grocery category, no matter where you buy it, and regardless of the source, all income falls into the income category. You can use subcategories to provide larger organizations and details within categories and to help you create budgets . This is especially useful in categories such as Auto, where there are different types of costs. Creating subcategories for fuel, maintenance and registration makes it much
easier to see where your money is going. Tags are the same as keywords. This allows transactions to be tracked within and between category groups. For example, if you want to track how much your child spends outside of your college, create a tag with your child's name, and then apply it to the appropriate category or subcategories, such as groceries, auto: fuel, or phone. Quicken came with numerous
built-in categories covering many standard items. What all built-in categories appear in the Categories list pane depends on the information you provide to Quicken during setup. Before you create a new category, access quicken's built-in categories and make sure that something is already appropriate. To access the built-in categories, select Tools from the main menu, and then select a list of categories.
Click the Add Category button, select the category you want to add from the menu on the left side of the screen, and then click the Add button. Click OK to return to the category list. To add a new category or subcategories, click the New button in the Category List pane, create a name for the category or subcategories, provide an optional description, and indicate the category type, such as income, cost,
or subcategories. When you select a subcategories, use the drop-down box next to the selection to indicate the default category name. To create a new tag, select the tool from the main menu, and then select a list of tags. Click the New button at the top of the window and enter a name and optional description for the tag. Ignores the copy number box, which applies only to tracking leased properties. Click
OK to complete it. You can create categories, subcategories, and tags, but turn them on Fly,This is always a good option, especially if you are frustrated or simply trying to make it fit. Putting your thoughts into the categories, subcategories, and tags you use can help Quicken work more efficiently and efficiently. Use categories, subcategories, and tags within the transaction register to identify and
organization income and expenses. For example, in the checking account register, enter the payee and check amount, and then click the drop-down box under the payee name to select one of the categories or subcategories of the transaction. Tap the tab or click the following box to select the appropriate tag from the drop-down list. Run a report at the end of the month that displays income/expense history
by category, subcategories, and tags. For example, to run a standard Quicken expense report, on the main menu, click Reports. To view reports and accompanying pie charts, select Spend and Spend by Category. The expense report is set to a yearly list by default, so adjust the date parameters to suit your needs. When Tim Berners-Lee invented the World Wide Web in 1989, there was no JavaScript, no
CSS, just HTML. HTML has been changing dramatically for 30 years, and although it originally expanded from 18 tags to more than 120, it retains the core importance of the web's basic technology. If your site is based on good HTML, it loads quickly. The browser progressively renders HTML. Modern, stylish development techniques such as React should send users a lot of JavaScript. If they are all
downloaded, the user's device must parse and run JavaScript before the page can be configured. On slower networks or cheaper low-power devices, it can lead to very slow loads and can be a huge drain on batteries. Sites based on good HTML will also be powerful - content is available even if you don't load styles and scripts. HTML is backward compatible and forward-looking at the same time. To
demonstrate the forward-looking nature of forward-looking HTML, you can open the first web browser written by Sir Timbo himd in 1991. Under Full Document Reference, select Document &gt; Open, and type a URL in the box to open the web page. Well-organized HTML documents continue to render. It doesn't have any style (CSS 1 wasn't specified until 1996, and it was shipped as an IE5 nearly full
implementation for 2000 Macs) and more exotic punctuation marks or some of the characters can be replaced by their character code, but you can still read the content. And for most sites, the content is what you're looking for. For example, here is a web accessibility checklist review on the site that was rendered in the 1991 browser: a 1991 Article on Web Accessibility on This Site in the WorldWideWeb
Browser shows proof of the future of HTML In this case, let's take a look at the first web page in Firefox 77 (developer edition): as you can see, it renders perfectly - and reacts completely when narrowing the window: no one writes HTML by hand anymore, Grandpa! Nowadays, I've sometimes heard that no one has to learn HTML ancause they don't write HTML by hand an day. And this is largely true –
35.8% of the web is powered by WordPress assembling pages from templates that can apply various themes. Zumla and Druffal work similarly. Other developers use frameworks such as React that glue pre-written components together. However, someone still needs to write templates and components. In addition, developers using WordPress or React need knowledge of HTML to evaluate the quality of
the templates or components they plan to use. The analogy is deciding not to cook and going out to the buffet restaurant. If each dish is cooked by a professional chef using the best ingredients than if it were a frozen ready meal, you'll get much better food that's much more nutritious. Before we look at the structure of HTML elements, we're looking at the structure of HTML elements before we look at what
constitutes good HTML. (If you already know, you are free to skip this section.) Here's an HTML tag that tells the browser that this is a paragraph. &lt;p&gt;Browsers don't care much about the upper or lowercase letters of HTML&lt;video&gt;. &lt;VIDEO&gt; &lt;Video&gt;&lt;vIdEo&gt; All are the same. But traditionally we use low cases because capital seems to be shouting. This is the opening tag. Most tags
have their close tags. Like the opening tag, the closing tag is surrounded by angular brackets, but here the tag name is in front of the backslash and tells the browser that this is the closing tag. &lt;p&gt; As you can see, the tag name is surrounded by angular brackets. The opening tag, the content between the opening and close tags, and the closing tag are HTML elements. There are two paragraph
elements here. &lt;p&gt;I'm a paragraph!&lt;/p&gt;&lt;p&gt;I do the same!&lt;/p&gt; By default, web browsers display empty lines between paragraphs. However, this is only the default, and you can change the display using a separate language called CAScading Style Sheet (CSS) without changing the HTML in any way. Tags can also have properties that provide additional information about the tag in the
browser. Some attributes are allowed in all tags, while others are allowed only in a subset. Attributes have names and assigned values to opening tags. This tells the browser that this particular paragraph is in English. &lt;p lang=en&gt;Some attributes do not appear to use values. For example, &lt;audio loop=&gt;an acronym for one of the formats. &lt;audio loop=loop&gt; Pay attention to Boolean
properties; As the specification says, the number of properties is boolean properties. Presence of Boolean attributes in elements&lt;/audio&gt; &lt;/audio&gt;&lt;/vIdEo&gt;&lt;/Video&gt;&lt;/VIDEO&gt;&lt;/video&gt;The absence of true values and attributes indicates incorrect values... To represent an invalid value, you must omit the attribute entirely. Tags can have multiple attributes. &lt;p lang=en
class=warning&gt; This belongs to a class called This particular paragraph in English in the browser (for example, it can be noticeable in surrounding paragraphs in red). Some attributes can take multiple values that are separated by spaces. &lt;p class=discount seasonal&gt; This paragraph is a member of the discount class (perhaps we can do this style to draw attention to it) and is also a member of the
seasonal class (perhaps we want to show a picture of the Christmas tree next to it). It's everything you need to know about the structure of HTML tags. Choosing the right HTML element sometimes thinks that HTML is the same as English. It's very easy to read, but it makes writing much more difficult. HTML has such a small vocabulary (on average, 2.5-year-old infants speak more words in their native
language than elements of HTML), but many people's HTML is inaccurate. Ambiguous HTML can make it harder to parse search engines, assistive technologies such as screen readers for the visually impaired, and non-technical devices such as Apple Watch and voice assistants. When I talk about good HTML, I really mean semantic HTML: tags that describe content as accurately as possible. What is this
content? And which tag best explains what it is and what it looks like. Erase your thoughts on color, spacing, borders, or typography. Only shapes, not content, are defined by CSS. Sometimes it is very easy to explain what some content is. Consider, for example, this list of the top three best songs by a cheeky girl: Cheeky Songs (My Bumtucci) (Hooray, Hooray!) it's a cheeky holiday! It's easy to take off
your shoes and see that the order of this list and items is important. The song Touch My Bum is better than the objectively cheeky holiday (and perhaps the best song ever). So they are numbered. We use HTML &lt;ol&gt; tags that surround this entire list (sorted list) tags, each item is &lt;li&gt; (List item): &lt;ol&gt;&lt;li&gt;Cheeky song (Touch My Bum)&lt;/li&gt;&lt;li&gt; (Huray, Hurray!) It's a cheeky
holiday!&lt;/li&gt;&gt;Take off your shoes&lt;/li&gt;&lt;&gt;&gt;Chart Show Style Countdown to number one? All you have to do is use the inverted attributes from &lt;ol&gt;&lt;ol reversed=&gt;&lt;li&gt;Take off shoes&lt;/li&gt;&lt;li&gt; (hurray, Hurray!) It's a cheeky holiday!&lt;/li&gt;&lt&gt;Cheeky Song (Touch My Bum)&lt;/li&gt;&lt;/ol&gt;Assuming you're in a modern browser, you can see the list count down:
take off your shoes (Hooray, Hooray!) it's a cheeky holiday! Cheeky songs (touch my bum) are sometimes not immediately available tags are clear. Consider this horizontal navigation menu&lt;/ol&gt;&lt;/li&gt;&lt;/ol&gt;My cheeky girl fan site: Of course, each of the menu items is a link, but what else? It's another list - a list of pages on my site. But with this list, the order does not matter; Gabriella finished
first and Monica in second place. For unalted lists, see &lt;ul&gt;, With each item &lt;li&gt;in this way: &lt;ul&gt;&lt;li&gt;&lt;a href=monica.html&gt;for Monica&lt;/a&gt; About &lt;/li&gt;&lt;li&gt;&lt;&lt;a href=gabriela.html&gt;Gabriela&lt;/a&gt;&lt;/li&gt;... &lt;/ul&gt; The advantage of using the list here is that assistive technology, some disabled people should use, the web knows what to do with them. For
example, a screen reader speaks like a list of five items and typically gives users the opportunity to skip the list or skip to the next list. On the topic of assistive technology, we're going to give our readers some additional information and wrap it up with the following elements: &lt;nav&gt;&lt;ul&gt;&lt;li&gt;&lt;&lt;a href=monica.html&gt;Monica&lt;/a&gt;&lt About;/li&gt;&lt;li&gt;&lt;a
href=gabriela.html&gt;Gabriela&lt;/a&gt;&lt;/li&gt;... &lt;/ul&gt; &lt;/nav&gt;As you can imagine, it tells the browser that this is the default navigation. Screen reader users will tell you that they're in and they will probably have keyboard shortcuts to go right away&lt;/li&gt;&lt;/ul&gt;Language tag selection guide. Line 3 opens the head of the web page. Line 4 tells your browser that you're using character
encoding that can handle any human language and emoticons you want. Â£, or if you've ever seen a web page with strange characters like an empty box in the middle of a word, we can see why we need this line. Line 5 is another magical drinking water. It instructs you to display web pages in the width of the device displayed in your browser and helps your site pose on a wide desktop display and narrow
mobile screen. Line 6 is the only line that needs to be changed. The text on the Tthe &lt;title&gt; page is the text that is first read to the screen reader user to ensure that it is on the correct page. It also determines the sort order in browser bookmarks, so use a system with site names first (all bookmarks on the site are grouped together), and then use page titles later. For example, &lt;title&gt;Cheeky Chaff —
Home&lt;/title&gt;, &lt;title&gt;Cheeky Chaffee - About Monica&lt;/title&gt;. There is no real way to write. &lt;title&gt;; The golden rule should be consistent across all pages of your site. Now, when you add content, it's time to add specific code to our site. Because HTML is a tag language, the process of converting text content to HTML is often called display. Now let's open the body we closed.lt;head&gt;.
&lt;body&gt;. (Strictly speaking, &lt;head&gt;&lt;/head&gt; and &lt;body&gt;&lt;/body&gt; You don't need tags, but you can see them on someone else's site, so it's important to know what the tag does. Type &lt;body&gt; Put it in the code editor. &lt;/body&gt; Tag for you, depending on the editor and settings. &lt;/body&gt; Tags for you. If so, place a blank line between the open and close tags so that you
don't accidentally enter the code after closing. &lt;/body&gt;Tag, that won't appear and will be annoying. Remember when you said you should pay attention to how your page looks when writing HTML? Consider what order the content is in the rule. By default, the browser displays all content in source order (you can change this content, but it's more of a task). So first, look at the content that's available, and
then write HTML first. Header The first individual content on our page is a banner at the top. This will be at the top of every page of our site. The HTML for the entire banner is coded &lt;header&gt;&lt;/header&gt; as a tag. In the HTML specification, header elements are called introductory or navigation aids groups. In it there is a link to the homepage, the main title of the page (I cheeky Chap!) There are
images of cheeky girls acting as links to and some supplemental text. Here's an image that's a link to the home page. Clickable links (somewhat confusing) do not use tags &lt;link&gt; &lt;a&gt;&lt;/a&gt;&lt;/head&gt;&lt;/title&gt;&lt;/title&gt;This tag has the property href that defines the destination of the link. Plain text links consist of: &lt;a href=index.html&gt;home page&lt;/a&gt; text home page appears on
the screen, probably underlined in blue, if you click this, the browser cancels the screen and loads the index.html. However, our link doesn't have any text, it's a purely clickable image. The simplest way to put an image on the web is to use tags &lt;img&gt; &lt;img src=dog.jpg alt=a nice dog&gt; attribute src points to a file that is pulled to a web page at this point. The second attribute, alt, is alt text. This is
because of visual impairments that prevent you from seeing the image, or if you want to turn it off in your browser to provide faster and cheaper access to your content. A picture or image of ... You don't need to write . The screen reader automatically prepares for this. All &lt;img&gt; properties must be available. You may see bin alt text (alt=) on the previous site. This indicates that the image does not
convey information, has no functionality and is purely decorative. On modern sites, real-world images are applied using CSS and are not part of HTML because they are about presentations, not content. WebAEM has an introduction to quiz formats that can help you write good alternative text. If the image is in SVG format, an earlier version of Safari (pre-version 9.1 of desktop or iOS version 9.3.2) requires
additional role properties that are ignored by other browsers: &lt;img src=wallus.svg alt=a wallus, pouting coquettishly role=img&gt; &lt;img&gt; Some older websites have seen websites called self-closing created &lt;img src=dog.jpg alt=a nice=dog=&gt; Either way, that's fine. To create a clickable image that is a link to the home page, you must nest one tag in another. If the image is a link, there is one
change that should describe the destination of the link (Home) rather than the content of the image. &lt;a href=index.html&gt;&lt;img src=cheeky-girls.jpg alt=Home&gt;&lt;/a&gt; The next part of our header is the name of the site - I'm cheeky Chap. Because it is the title of the entire page, it provides the most important level of heading. &lt;h1&gt;I'm a cheeky chap&lt;/h1&gt;. HTML has six levels of titles,
creatively named. &lt;h1&gt;, &lt;h2&gt; and so on. &lt;h1&gt; On certain pages, sub-titles should not 'skip' levels. Assistive technology is critical for users to navigate the page. If your page has a smart title hierarchy, you can use it to automatically generate content tables so that visitors can navigate through long text. Almost all AT's have shortcuts for 'Go to the next title'; In commercial screen reader JAWS
and free screen reader NVDA, the H key means 'go to the next header' and move '2' to the next level. &lt;h2&gt;&lt;/h2&gt;&lt;/h1&gt;&lt;/h2&gt;&lt;/h1&gt;many other single-key navigation shortcuts). All that remains now is to display the phrase homage to the musical genius of a cheeky girl. It's not really a title, it's more like a strapline (a short and easy-to-remember phrase used by organizations to help
people recognize it or the product). HTML doesn't have a dedicated strap tag, so &lt;p&gt; the element that gives us our full header: &lt;header&gt;&lt;a href=index.html&gt;&lt;img src=cheeky-girls.jpg alt=Home&gt; ;&lt;/a&gt;&lt;h1&gt;I'm a cheeky Chap!&lt;/h1&gt;&lt;p&gt;Homage to the musical genius of a cheeky girl&lt;/p&gt;&lt;/header&gt;Navigation is provided on the next page. We already know how to
configure this. &lt;nav&gt;&lt;ul&gt;&lt;li&gt;&lt;a href=monica.html&gt;Monica about&lt;/a&gt;&gt;lt;/li&gt;&lt;li&gt;&lt;a href=gabriela.html&gt;About Gabriela&lt;/a&gt;&lt;/li&gt; .... &lt;/ul&gt; &lt;/nav&gt; Now is the time to pay attention to the main content that is the actual meat of the page. HTML has a special element to this. &lt;main&gt;Lapping all the content in the screenshot above. The title of the series of
three posts is why a cheeky girl is so big, so we'll give that title tag. This header must already have only one header per page in the &lt;h1&gt; header, so this header is &lt;h2&gt;. Next, we have three posts, each independent, and our own title. Use elements for each of these. Don't fall into the trap of thinking only in news articles or blog posts; thought like an article of clothing. You can wear it with pants
with a different shirt. Pants are one article of clothing, shirts are the other. Pages full of videos can be lapping up each video and its outline. A page that is a list of products can be lapping each product. Use&lt;/h2&gt;&lt;/h1&gt;&lt;/main&gt;The purpose of this content, so we will show our footing like this: &lt;footer&gt; &lt;small&gt;Copyright Bruce Lawson. Header image: Matt Buck&lt;/small&gt;
&lt;/footer&gt; Quality assurance and now that it's done, let's run an overhaul of code quality. W3C has a free HTML validater that you can validate pages on the web, or you can upload or copy files to fill out and paste forms. You should always check your code before applying styles, writing scripts, or publishing to the web. If you select the Outline check box before clicking the OK button, the validater
displays the errors on the page, the title hierarchy, and the logical structure. Don't worry about warnings [untitled navigation elements]; Users with vision will understand that navigation and assistive technology users are automatically notified. What should I do if I don't have the right HTML element? In some cases, the content has no appropriate HTML elements. For example, in the middle of a paragraph,
we want to say that a piece of content is assistive technology and translation software in French. In these cases, there is a tag called a generic tag. &lt;span&gt;: &lt;p&gt;The first time I heard cheeky girls, I thought &lt;span lang=fr&gt;oh la laz&lt;/span&gt; bought pink hotpants&lt;/p&gt; other generic tags are called to lapping up larger components. &lt;div&gt;, short for cleavage. In the case of a navigation
and ad grouping together, you can style it with a sidebar to the left of the content. HTML has no elements about what content means, not display. Our ads go to elements defined as 'the specification represents a section of the page that is made up of content tangentally related to the content around other elements sideways and may be considered separate from that content.' Our navigation moves
inside&lt;/div&gt;&lt;/span&gt;How various organizations increase search traffic with structured data, Google said: When you add markup to your content, it helps you understand the different components of your page by search engines. The schema has a wide list of vocabulary types, from geospatial geometry to Hindu expressions through airlines and COVID test facilities. But let's look at the schema for
the blog post. Each document looks like this: &lt;article itemscope= itemtype= amp;gt;&lt;h2 itemprop=headline&gt;Cheeky Woman's Birth&lt;/h2&gt;&lt;time itemprop=dateCreated pubdate datePublished datetime=1982-10-31&gt;October 31, 1982&lt;/time&gt;&lt;p&gt;.... &lt;/p&gt;&lt;p&gt;.... &lt;/p&gt;&lt;/article&gt;Where the ititemcope attribute tells the search engine that this element contains the scope of
this blog post. Other item props are specified in a specific schema vocabulary, except for the pubdate value on item props that are not in Schema but are required by Apple for WatchOS. You can see what I used.&lt;time&gt;Elements in this example. The date time attribute specifies a date (and potentially time) in a clear YYYY-MM-DD format, and the visible text content of the elements can do anything:
cheeky girl's birthday, Tuesday, 31 October 82, St. Karen's smock and clean surfboard. Form forms make the web interactive and are not read-only media. No one likes to fill out forms, and even fewer people enjoy coding them. The golden rule of the form is that all input fields must have that label. A demo created with unled form fields and labeled form fields. They look the same, but the top doesn't have a
proper label, but the second label does. Click on the bottom label to see that you are focused on the associated input. This makes it much easier for people who have difficulty controlling the motor to focus on input, or they may want to check a small check box on the small screen of a bumpy train. It's also important for screen reader users who tap fields with a form (by default, you can focus by tapping only
links and form fields). Tapping an input field gives the screen reader other information, such as the content of the relevant label, the type of field, and whether it is required. The code for this is simple. The input field is given a unique ID, and the label is Attribute: &lt;label for=food&gt;What's your favorite food?&lt;/label&gt;&lt;input id=food&gt; A simple one-field form is: &lt;form action=/form-handling-
page.html method=post&gt;&lt;p&gt;&lt;&lt;label for=food&gt;What's your favorite food?&lt;/label&gt;&lt;input id =food name=food&gt;&lt;/p&gt;&lt;button type=submit&gt;Send&lt;/button&gt;&lt;/form&gt; The form's action properties receive the form, do what you need, and perhaps thank you! Your information has been received. Method Attributes &lt;/time&gt;&lt;/article&gt;How the browser sends this
information to the server. The name attribute of the name attribute allows the &lt;input&gt; server to access the information submitted to each field, so all mutually otherwise available options must be unique in that format (except for radio buttons that share the same name) (knowing that the browser is a group). Sometimes, if you hide a label, you might not want the label to appear. Here's an example of
how a label that says search before input feels like an excess: You can associate an input field with a text search, which is the content of the Submit button, using an ARIA label. &lt;input type=text aria-labeledby=searchbutton&gt;&lt;button id=searchbutton type=submit&gt;Search&lt;/button&gt; Aria labels are available.&lt;input type=text aria-label=Search&gt;However, if the page runs through a translation
tool, it can be translated, but the text hidden in the HTML attribute is not translated, so we recommend that you prefer the text displayed on the page. Group clusters of related fields by grouping form fields. For example, you have a three-day or radio button or a cluster of related check boxes with a date of birth pattern. The context is provided because it provides an over-arch label for the entire group as the
first child. You can then use individual fields and labels to see which choices/options are available, and so on. NeedExpect a valid email address. &lt;input type=number&gt; implies that the browser may reject non-numbered input. The type=number should only be used for quantities such as phone numbers, credit card numbers, and passport numbers, but not quantities. On mobile, most browsers use input
types to adjust the virtual keyboard provided: type=email displays an alphanumeric keyboard with an @ symbol and dots, as if it were in any email address. The type=number displays only the numbers and the appropriate decimal separators for your area. Type=Date displays a kind of system date selector. There are too many input types to list here, but the default tag approach remains the same: I don't
think about how the content looks. Autofill forms Because the browser allows visitors to do less to autofill forms, they are more likely to fill out forms and register/purchase products. Autofill to your browser: A great article by eBay about deep diving. Unused elements there are more HTML tags - all developer-centric specifications are listed. Because it is used by some outdated (or badly written) sites, but is
not currently used, it is important not to use elements marked as deprecated because it is an outdated part of the HTML that still exists in the specification. Conclusions throughout the course of this article, you have learned a few of the most commonly used HTML tags. Most importantly, you have learned the philosophy behind writing good semantic HTML: choose HTML tags that most accurately
represent the meaning of your content, without considering how it will look. So go out now and build a fantastic website that has lightning fast excellent SEO, works across all kinds of devices, for those of all different abilities and disabilities! Disorder!
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